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Abstract. The methodology and results of measuring the density of natural gas using precision measurement of the
composition of binary systems have been defaced. The application of the device for measuring the composition of binary gas
systems is presented. Selected for the analysis methodology is weighing the cells and vessels after they have accumulated a
sufficient amount of each component. The design of the sorption cell is substantiated under the conditions of ensuring the
maximum value of the relative useful mass. For measuring the density of natural gas is determined by the needs of the development
of measuring technology, the problems of the development of measuring instruments, the development of the socio-economic
country. A large park of measuring instruments, a large number of various devices and elements, both domestic and foreign,
require a careful approach to the tasks of ensuring the uniformity of measurements.
Keywords: measurement of gas parameters, density of natural gas, precision measurement, sorption cell, weighing
cells and vessels.

Introduction.
Recently, it became necessary to measure the parameters and consumption of natural gas, devices
and elements with various types of connectors used in the Republic of Uzbekistan with similar devices used
abroad, where this type of measurement is well developed. This is confirmed by the fact that 11 countries
took part in the latest international comparisons of reflection, including such leading countries in this area
as Australia, England, Germany, Russia, and the USA.
Problem statement. Methodology and results of measuring the density of natural gas in a number
of research and educational works. For example, precision measurement of the composition of binary
systems, for example, to measure the moisture content of natural gas or as an initial setting for moisture
state, virial coefficients or molar mass.
The gas mass measuring device can be used to analyze binary mixtures by the separation method
using selective sorbents. The gas mass measuring device can be used to analyze binary mixtures by the
separation method using selective sorbents. However, the selection of an appropriate substance selective
with respect to natural gas components makes other measuring tasks promising. The methodology applied
to water is reproduced below. Since the main measured quantities are the mass of water mвл and the mass
of dry gas mc , the installation therefore reproduces the unit size of the mass fraction of water
m
mвл
S m  вл 
m
(mвл  mc )

(1)
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However, as shown in [1], even at the reference level, it is advisable to recalculate this reproducible
value (unit) into a molar fraction:
1

M

M  
(2)
S n  S m B1 1  B9 S m   S m  вл  1  вл S m 
M c  
 M c 
Thus, for the application of the developed installation, it is necessary to supplement the installation
described above with cells that absorb water from the analyzed medium. For this purpose, two cell designs
can be used: sorption and condensation, borrowed from [2].
Since the values of mвл and mc are determined from the change in the values of the masses of cells
and vessels, equation (2) is valid under the assumption of selective and complete separation of the analyzed
mixture, i.e. when only water is absorbed in the cell (without dry gas), and in the vessel only dry gas enters
(no water).
Let us assume that in mвл , in addition to the water m свл itself, there is a dry gas m свл , and in mc there
1

is water m влc and the dry gas m cc m itself, i.e.
mвл = m свл + m свл и mc = m cc + m влc
Ultimately, we are interested in the content of pure water in the mixture:
mвли  mвлс
Sm 
mc  mвл 



Substituting in (3) m свл = mвл - m свл from (4) we obtain
Sm = Smи - Smсел + Smост,



(3)

(4)

(5)

where
с

mвл
mcв
mвл
сел
ост
Sm
.
; Sm =
; Sm =
mc  mвл 
mc  mвл 
mc  mвл 
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (4) characterizes the measured value of the mass
fraction of water in a wet gas, the second - the selectivity of the sorbent, i.e., its ability to selectively absorb
water from the analyzed medium, and the third term - the completeness of the separation of water from dry
gas.
The values of the molecular weight of water Мвл and dry gas Мс without impurities for equation (33)
can be found from the reference data for pure water Мвл=Мвод and pure gases М 0ci . The value of the
molecular weight of dry gas Мс, which is a complex gas mixture, can be calculated from the values of the
molecular weight of the dry gas components according to the equation:
и=

k

Мс=  Sni  М 0ci .

(6)

i 1

Thus, based on equation (6), we find that the problem of measuring the moisture content by the
gravimetric method requires finding the measured value of the moisture content, the completeness and
selectivity of water separation, and the content of impurities in dry gas.
Measured value of moisture content. It is determined by weighing the cells and vessels after
accumulating a sufficient amount of each component. In this case, hollow bodies are weighed and relatively
small changes against the background of large mass values are determined. In this case, the measurements
are associated with the accumulation of the required amount of the analyte, and therefore, as a rule, the
initial and final weighing is performed over a long time interval.
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Sorption and condensation cells and vessels are elements, the parameters of which largely determine
the accuracy of moisture mass measurement. Therefore, below are the theoretical substantiation of their
main dimensions.
The relative error in measuring the mass of sorbed water is determined by the expression
m

,
(7)
mвлс  свл  n  вес
mвл
mвлс
where mвл is the absolute error in measuring the mass of moisture;  вес - absolute weighing error;
п - proportionality coefficient.
The mass of moisture released in the cell is determined from the material balance equation
(8)
mвлс  (SmBX  Smвых ) Fся 
Substituting this expression in (38) and taking into account that Sm=0,6Sп for air, we obtain an
equation describing the dependence of the error in measuring the moisture mass on the cell parameters and
the conditions of the experiment on moisture release
(9)
mвлс  n   вес  0,6(SnBX  Snвых )Fся 
Since the shape of the cell section does not affect the conditions of the sorption process, a circular
section is accepted, as it is easier to manufacture and operate. It is known from the theory of mass transfer
that an increase in the gas flow rate through the bed leads to an improvement in the conditions for mass
transfer. This means that the cell diameter should be chosen as small as possible. The limitation in this case
is the possibility of the appearance of a wall effect (breakthrough), which occurs when the ratio of the layer
diameter to the equivalent grain diameter is less than 10, as well as dust entrainment, which becomes
significant at flow velocities of more than 0.3 m/s. The industry produces sorbent with granules of two sizes.
To reduce the cell diameter, a fine sorbent is more acceptable, for which an effective grain diameter of 0.7
mm is obtained below. In this case, the cell diameter must be at least 7 mm. For reliability, taking into
account the irregularity of the particle size distribution, as well as the manufacturability of the cell, the cell
diameter is taken as 14 mm in relation to the standard seamless thin-walled tube 14x0.3 made of steel grade
Kh18N10T.
The value of the proportionality coefficient n in equation (9) depends on the applied weighing
method and the influence of systematic and random sources of error.
The height of the sorption layer was found by the equation:
(   0 )
,
(10)
H
Kш
where  

с
K f

ХД


0

с  F  X Д
Kш 
.
  v 0  Y1

dx
;
Y1  Y 

(11)
(12)

On the right side of equation (11) (Y1-Y*) is the driving force of the process, which, even for the
lower value of the application range of the installation (3000 mln -1), makes the value of the integrals, and
therefore the loss of protective action time, negligible. In this case, equation (11) taking into account (12)
will take the form:
  v 0  Sm
H 
(13)
c  F  X Д
The mass of water is determined as the sum of the values of the mass of condensed water m влк and
sorbed water m in the condensation mode
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mвл = m влк + m свл
(14)
or masses of moisture sorbed in both cells in the sorption mode
mвл = m свл1  mвлс 2
(15)
In both cases, we will find the mass of water as the difference between the cell mass values before
and after passing the gas using the Bard weighing method [4], and as a container - condensation or sorption
cells, similar to the corresponding working cells.
We write the initial equilibrium equation
(16)
mя1  Vя1  в1  mсорб 1  mвл  mr/1  Vr/1b1  mr1  Vr1вл  mr1  Vr1 b1
Subtracting term-by-term equation (17) from equation (18), after the necessary transformations, we
obtain the equation for determining the mass of sorbed and condensed moisture:
7

mвлс , к  (m Г 2  m Г 1 )   miс , к

(17)

i 1

where (m Г 2  m Г 1 )  is the difference between the masses of the weights taken during the final and initial
balancing of the cell; m1с,к  correction for deviation of the nominal mass of weights from the actual;

m2с,к  (mГ/ 2  mГ/ 1 )
m3с,к  (V я 2  VТ 2  V Г 2

correction
for
balance
instability;
 V Г/ 2 )  в 2  (V я1  VТ 1  V Г 1  V Г/1 )  в 1  correction for the influence of aerostatic

force; m4ск  (mв1  mв2 )  correction for the change in air mass in the cell; m5ск  mвл correction for
moisture penetration into the cell through leaks; m6с , к  (mсорб1 mсорб 2 ) - correction for sorbent removal from
the cell; m7с ,к  (m я1  m я 2  m Г 2  m Г 1 ) - correction for the change in the mass of the weighed bodies.
The m4c value depends on the change in the density of the sorbent when it absorbs moisture. In this
case, there is a change in the volume and, consequently, in the mass of the air contained in the cell between
the initial and final weighing. In [3] the following dependence is given:
(18)
m4c  Vвл (  в1   в2 )   в2 ,
where   x  mвл
For a lump sorbent, which is used in this case, anhydrone, the porosity of the layer can be found
using any liquid that does not interact with the sorbent, for example, gasoline. In this case, the following
equation is applicable for the calculation:



Vж
V пр

(19)

where Vпр  is the volume of space occupied by the sorbent layer; Vж  the volume of liquid displaced by
the sorbent.
We find the bulk density of the sorbent as the ratio of the mass of the sorbent to the volume of the
space it occupies:

 сорб 

mсорб
Vпр

(20)

We find the internal volume of empty cells by the mass of water filling the cell. This cell calibration
was carried out in two stages. The first was to find the arithmetic mean value of the mass of that cell m я0
from the data of several measurements, and then the value of the mass of the weights that balance the cell
with water m Г was determined. The following equation was used for the calculation:
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в
)  m я0 
m Г (1 
Г


V я 
(21)
 вод   в
Thus, we obtain the following equation for calculating the correction for the change in air mass in
the sorption cell:
Vся  (mся0 )
c
m4  
(22)
(  в1   в2 )  xmвлс  в2
where mся0 and mся are quantities whose values are constant for each cell.
The  and  сорб values can be taken as constant characteristics for a given sorbent, subject to the
maximum packing density. The values of mся and mвл should be determined for each experiment.
The air density in the sorption cell with the sorbent is calculated by equation (50), taking the value
of the partial pressure of water vapor to be zero, assuming the air in the cell is dry. In this case, the
temperature and air pressure in the cell will be taken equal to the ambient one, since the processes in the
cell are slow and there is enough time for equalization. In addition, it should be taken into account that the
sorption cell for some time, when removed from the system, turns out to be open to the atmosphere.
The equation for calculating the correction for measuring the mass of air in the condensation cell is
obtained on the basis of equation (26) with the addition of a term that takes into account the displacement
of air from the cell by condensed moisture Vконд   в2 :






(m 0  mкя )  

кс 

(23)
m4к  Vкя  кя
(  в1   в 2 )  xmвл  в 2  Vконд   в 2

сорб


The values of the mass of moisture sorbed in the condensation cell are found from the temperature
of the cooling water, assuming that the gas enters the sorption cartridge of the cell saturated at this
temperature. This assumption is legitimate, since the process of moisture release is slow and this time is
sufficient to establish the equality of the temperatures of the cooling water and gas in the cell. In this case,
mвлк  Sm охл  mc , where Smохл is the mass fraction, of moisture in the gas in a state of saturation at the inlet
to the sorption cartridge. Its value can be determined from tables of saturated water vapor.
The value of the volume of condensate Vконд is found through the mass of condensed moisture m влк
and its density:

Vконд

(mвлк  mвлк ,с )

.
 вод

In this case, we obtain the equation for determining the correction for the change in air mass in the
condensation cell:
V   (mкя0  mкя )  
 охл
mвлк  

1
(24)
m4к   кя
(



)

Sm

m
(


x
)

 в1

  в2
в2
c
вод
 сорб
 вод 



In this equation, the air density in the cell at the initial weighing  в1 is determined by equation (25)
with рвл =0. Final weighing air density  в2 is calculated using the same equation, but with a relative
humidity of 50%. This is taken on the basis that most of the air in the cell is limited from below by
condensate, from above by a layer of sorbent, and considering the humidity evenly distributed along the
height of the air column. The gas pressure in the cell is equal to atmospheric pressure, since the cell is open
for some time before and after the experiment. The air temperature in the cell is also taken equal to: the
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ambient air temperature, since the cell is kept for a sufficient time before each weighing to establish thermal
equilibrium.
For equations (25, 26 and 27), we take x = 0,819.
This value is obtained as follows. According to [5] 1 gram-mole of anhydrone can add 2; 4- or 6gram moles of water:

(25)
Mg (C1O4 ) 2  n  H 2 O
Mg (C1O4 ) 2  nH 2 O0 ,
where n=2; 4 or 6.
During the dynamic process of sorption, i.e. when the gas flows through the sorbent, the formation
of all three hydrated forms simultaneously is possible. Since the densities of all three forms are different,
the changes in free volume are obviously equal, and, consequently, in the air mass in the cell. So, in [5] the
following values of the density of anhydrone and hexahydrate are given: 2.60g/cm 3 and 1.970 g/cm3,
respectively.
To determine the actual change in the volume of the sorbent, it is assumed that when 1 g of water is
absorbed, the density of the formed hydrate lies between the density of pure hexahydrate and the density of
pure dihydrate.
Substituting into equation (4.27) the corresponding values of molecular weights at n=6, we obtain:
223,23 g + 6(18,016) g = 331,33 g. This means that from 2.065 g of Mg(C1O4)2 upon absorption of 1 g of
water, 3.065 g of hexahydrate is formed. The volume of 1 g of anhydrone is 2.065/2.6=0.794 cm 3, the
volume of the hexahydrate is 3.065/1.970=1.556 cm 3, i.e., each gram of sorbed water in this case changes
the volume of the sorbent by 0.762 cm3.
Assuming the formation of only the dihydrate form from equation (28), we obtain that 6.195g of
Mg(C1O4)2, adding 1 g of water, forms 7.195 g of the dihydrate, and the volume of the sorbent will change
from 6.195/2.60=2.383 cm3 to 7.195/2.208=3.259 cm3, i.e., by 0.876 cm3. Based on the assumption made,
we find that the actual change in the volume of the sorbent will be x=0.819 cm 3/g. Since, as shown above,
about 0.6 g of water must be accumulated in the sorption cell to measure the mass with the required accuracy,
the total change in free volume will be V=0.5 cm 3, which corresponds to a change in air mass of ~ 0.5 mg.
The m 5с , к value is determined by possible cell leaks. In this case, sources of leakage can be:
insufficiently tightly sealed cell lids; openings during installation into the system and removal of cells from
it; junction points between themselves and with the system; fittings not tightly closed with plugs.
All these components cannot be calculated and are determined experimentally. The methodology
and results of the studies referred to hereinafter will be described below.
The value of m 6с , к is characterized by the dust entrainment of the sorbent, the flow rate and the filter
density and can only be determined experimentally.
The value of m 7с , к in the limiting case is determined by changes in the cell mass due to hand
contamination; dusting; contamination with gaskets; sorption-desorption of moisture on the outer surface.
The value of the fourth term for the sorption cell is calculated by the equation
(26)
m7c  K c F  ∆S,
where F is the active surface, determined in the same way as in the case of dust; ∆S is a disturbing factor
equal to the change in relative humidity during the time between the initial and final; weighing; Кс proportionality coefficient characterizing the sorption activity of the cell and container surface (determined
experimentally).
For a condensation cell, which is in cooling water between the initial and final weighing, the
correction for a change in its mass is determined by the completeness of drying of the surface of the working
сэ
ост
cell m яр
and sorption effects on the surface of the container cell m ят
ост
сэ
,
m 7к  m яр
 m ят

(27)
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сэ
ост
where m яр
can be determined only experimentally, and m ят
can be calculated by equation (28), taking the
value of F equal to the value of the surface of only the container cell.

Conclusion. As noted above, several identical vessels were used to measure the mass of dry gas,
therefore, the mass of dry gas is determined by the sum of their weight gain. Since all vessels have the same
dimensions and mass, are made of the same material, and their surfaces are treated in the same way, we will
consider the theoretical foundations for measuring the mass of dry gas using one vessel as an example. In
this case, to simplify the notation, in the future, the symbol mc will denote the mass of gas in one vessel.
It was substantiated and proposed to correct the readings of metering units using the product of
coefficients reflecting the constancy of the composition, as the ratio of densities under standard conditions
of actual and contractual compressibility.
In the gas density measurement method, the correction is carried out automatically during the
measurement, in other methods it is absent, which leads to inaccurate measurements.
An algorithm for determining the limits of the absolute error of the measurement results of the
supplier and consumers in real operating conditions and the determination of the amount of natural gas
based on instrumental control is proposed.
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